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TIME OF TAKING ACTION
Battle In Mexico City Continues With Neith-

er Side Gaining Advantage
FEDERAL

OF AMMUNITION

FORCES SHORT

and It Ap-- '
Rebel Activities Are Breaking Out All Over the Country
Will Be Redoubled Strictest Censorpears That Bloodshed
Over All Dispatches From the
ship Is Being Exercised
Difficult
Scene of the Conflict and Reliable News Is
to Obtain United States Troops Ready
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Washington, Feb. 17 Developments
In the Mexican situation today were,
in brief:
Mexiio
Fighting was resumed in
Diaa
and
Madero
City between the
forces behind the veil of a rigorous
discensorship which, cut off news
ones.
official
limited
and

patches
President Taft replied to Madeio's
saying no
plea for
uoops
American
for
landing
orders
had been given; pointing out "the vi
'of the
early establish-- '
tal importance
ment of peace and order," and that
"the present paramount duty is the
"prompt relief of the situation."
Consuls throughout Mexico reported
the populace quiet, pending news of
a decisive action in Mexico City.
Rear Admiral Southerland, aboard
the American cruiser Colorado, moved
from Mazatlan to' Manzanillo, where
demonstration was
an
reported.
sent personal
President Madero
messages to Washington saying he
"expected a definite result soon."
Verr
The United States
mont and Nebraska were"due at Vera
men-of-wa-

Cruz.

Provisions for moving the First
brigade and the marines rested.
Taft Replies to Madero
"
President Taft's reply to Madero's
appeal to withhold American Intervention in Mexico, sent by telegraph,
was made public by Secretary Knox
today as follows:
"From your excellency's telegram
which reached nie the fourteenth, It
appeared that your excellency was
somewhat misinformed as to the polMex-fro- ,
icy of the United States towards
two
uniform
been
has
for
which
to the naval or othet
as
or
years,'
measures thus far taken which are
measures of natural precaution. Tha
ambassa dor t.elegra phed that when
you Were good enough to show him
your telegram to me, he pointed out
this fact,
"Your excellency must, therefore, be
aware that the reports which appear
to have reached you that orders have
already been given to land forces wera
Inaccurate. The ambassador, who ia
fully informed, is nevertheless asrain
instructed to afford you any desirable
information. Fresh assurances of
friendship to Mexico are unnecessary
after two years of proof of patience
and good will,
"In view of the special friendship
and relations between the two coun
tries, I cannot too strongly Impress
uion your excellency the vital impol-tanc- e
of early establishment of that
peace and order which this government has long hoped to see, both because American citizens and their
property must he protected and respected and also because this nation
sympathizes deeply with the nffflic-tion- s
of the Mexican peopl.
"In reciprocating the anxiety Riiovn
y

your excellency's message I feel
!
tr. urtrt Rinrerelv and with-- !
m,r
out reserve that the course of events
during the past two years culminating
in the present muit disastrous situation creates in this country extreme
pessimism and the conviction that the
present paramount duty is the prompt
relief of the situation
'

"WILLIAM H. TAFT.."
Censorship Cuts off Mexico City
Mexico City was virtually cut oft
from the outside world today by the
imposition of an iron censorship, vvnn

j

no direct news dispatches from there
and only one official dispatch from
Ambassador Wilson, which simply

said fighting had been resumed and
that the armistice had' been broken,
President Taft and officials waited in
suspense. The first dispatches of the
early day filtered down from Mexico
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were resumed,
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Madero teleeranhed close friends in
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finite results very soon. These dispatches came through promptly. The
Mexican embassy declared that, no
dispatches whatever had been receive
there and that it was depending upon
press dispatches for its information of
the fighting in Mexico City.
All Army Preparations are Made
The army has gone as far as It can
under present arangements for a possible troop movement to Mexico City.
The plan to send an expeditionary
force from Galveston has been confronted., with some difficulties in so
curing merchant ships.
lr niav lie decided lo send some of
at Newport News
the transports
around to Galveston.
Mexican States Wait the Outcome
Reports from American consuls in
various parts of Mexico indicate that
the peopl are awaiting decisive news
from

Consuls at
Frontera, Juarez, Nogalos,

Mexico

City.

lu-rnng-

and Saltillo report those placet
uuiet. From Juarez the report was
that there is no change in the situation, the garrison and the people apparently awaiting decisive news from
Mexico City.
There Is considerable excitement in
Nogales, although no disturbances are
reported. The consul nt Vera Cruz
reports the arrival Friday nteht of a
number of 'passenger trains with refugees from Mexico City and that the
passengers said many people were uiv
able to- find room in the trains.

Arnvstice Al Day Sun.i.
Ambassador Wilson te'egrap''.! ,. "3
the state department at 11 a. m., February 16, that the armistice that had
been arranged the previous night was
still in force and that there was
t;reat activity in removing foreigners
from the danger none and arranging
for the transportation of many worn
en and children to the TnHed States
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Cincinnati, O., Feb. 17. John H.
Patterson, president of the National
Cash Register company, who with 2t
other officials or toriner officials of
the company were convicted of criminal violation ot the Snerman antitrust law, was sentenced today to
pay a fine of $3,uuu and to serve one
year in jail.
The twenty-eigh- t
other defendants
were sentenced
to terms
ranging
from nine months to a year in jail
and to pay the costs.
The men were convicted last
Thursday of having violated the
criminal section of the Sherman antitrust law.
.
One of the defendants was given
three months in jail, while three ctn-er- s
were sentenced to nine months
and the rest to one year. George
of Dayton, secretary of. the
company, was given the lightest sentence of three months. William Bip-putreasurer; Alfred A. Thomas of
Dayton and Jonathan B. Hayward oZ
New York, were given nine months
m juu.
The following were Eentenced to
one year: Edward A. Deeds, Dayton,
vice president; W. H. Muzzy, Day
ton, William l'i'lum, Dayton, Robert
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Patterson, directors; Thomas J. Watson, salesman; J. Rogers, assistant
Alexander (J. Harned,
salesman;
Frederick S. High,
Consalesmanager;
17.
Feb.
Senate:
Washington,
marager, Boston; Pliney
sidered District of Coulmbia appro- district
Eves, district manager; Arthur A.
priation bill.
Root's proposed repeal of free Pan- Weutz, Columbus; George E. Morgan,
Dayton; Charles T. Wa'imsley, Chiama canal tolls rejected
by
Charles Snyder, Elizabeth, N.
cago;
committee.
canals
Interstate commerce committee ten- J.; Walter C001, Denver; Myer JN.
Mont L. Lasley,
tatively agreed to amend railway valu- Jacobs, Pittsburg;
and Detroit; Earl B. Wilson, uoa Ange-le6- ;
ation bill to include telegraph
Alexander W. Sinclair, N,e
express companies.
John Range, Washington; M.
York;
askresolution
Ashurst Introduced
New York; William
J.
G.
Keith,
ing President Taft to transmit fact
J. C. laird, ToronBrooklyn;
regarding Mexico.
Favorable report on Rockefeller to; W. C. Howe, Saa Francisco; E.
H. Epperson, Minneapolis.
foundation bill ordered by judiciary
committee.
APPROPRIATION
BILL REPORTED
House: Considered legislation on
17. The eundry
Feb.
Washington,
suspension calendar.
civil appropriation
hill carrying a
on.
before
Stimson
appeared
Secretary
of $J13,271,bl5, including
total
Feeling.
Strorg
foreign affairs committee on Niagara
for Tanama canal forts, was
Secretary Knox today telegraphed Falls protection.
to the housg today by the
reported
to all tonsillar officers in Mexico to
Sir Kdmund Walker, a Canadian
committee. It also recappropriations
of
the
tho
that
it
make
clear
policy
banking authority, addressed currency ommends $lG,2l)o,UD3 for construction
United Stales remains the same, Re- reform committee.
work.
ports from consulates and Admiral
Southerland at Mazatlan said bitter
LAND FRAUD CASE
THE SNEED TRIAL.
feeling was being
Chicimo, Feb. 17. The case of the
Vernon. Texas, Feb. 17. The prosmanifested because of rumors from
government asainst Albert C. Frost ecution today continued its evidence
Mexico City that military intervenand others, under Indictment for al- in the case of J. B. Sneed, charged
tion already had begun.
leged conspiracy to defraud the gov- with the murder ot Al Boyce, Jr. at
ernment of coal lands In Alaska va- Aniarillo. Details of the furnishing
Neither Side Hat Advantage.
lued
t iflO.WO.'OOO Wilt called for by Sn,eed ot the cottage where he
Mexico. City, Feb. 17. At a late
trial
before
Judge Iindis today and lived In secrecy ia Amarillo before
hour this afternoon fighting still was
is expected to occupy the attention of the afternoon when he met and shot
in progress. Neither he .vladeri nor
the court for several weeks.
Boyce on the street were given tothe Diaz forces seemed to be gainday by a secondhand dealer, who
are
leaving
ing ground. Americans
THE DISSOLUTION PLAN.
said he sold Sneed some ot the furthe city in large numbers and the
17. Judge nishings.
Feb.
San
Franolssco,
danger zone is practically abandoned
of the
bv all except combatants. The Ma j Hubert S. Ivott, president
arrived
Pacific
company,
THE RACING ClriCUlT.
Southern
dero fcrces are said to be running
Chicago, Feb. 17. At the annual
short of ammunition. They are un- to attend a conference In connection
Pa-- '
Pacific-Uniomeeting here today of the Great
able to drive the iMa troops from with the Southern
Ger- are
him
With
dissolution.
clflo
circuit of trotters and racWest.ern
s
enr'.V
ized
the arperml, winch was
rit Fort ot Omaha, traffic manager ing meetings, the following cities anl
In the revolt.
A. Mun-- ' dates were
assigned for this year's
Brisk lighting continued tills fore- lot the Union Taclfic; John
in racing:
of
the
road,
111., Ainust 5; Peoroe
president
vice
hownoon.
There are indications,
and Thomas Price, ria, 111., August
Galesburg, 111.,
ever, of developments of a character charge of traffic,
of
company.
the
secretary
Dos
Iowa, Augassistant
Moines,
August
to
a
that may relieve the situation
ust
Hamlin, Minn., September
measureahle degree. It is not posDeMilwaukee, September
ROOT AMENDMENT TABLED.
sible to transmit details on account
Mich
13 19;
Peo17.
Senator
Feb.
troit,
September
of the close censorship.
Washington,
111., September
Sedalia,
Fighting throughout the morning Root's proposed amendment to tho ria,
pro-- i Mo.,
to
the
law
September 30 to October 2;
canal
repeal
was. very heavy. The big calmer guns Panama
11; open
in fh? arsenal were almost constant
vision giving tree passage to Amar-- ! Springfield, ITi., October
Dallas, Texas,
!v in
The federal artillery j,.an Coast- - ise ships was rejected dates, October
line.
-'
2; Phoenix,
todav by the senate committee on in- October
.
ranalfi. ..
Ariz., November
(Continued on Page Four)
Feb. 17. Turkish soldiers
early today atfempted to assassinate
r
and succeeded in badly wounding
Bey, the young Turk leader.
A news agency dispatch by wireless from Const anainople says that
Euver Bey was stabbed severely sevbut gives no further deeral times,
'
tails.
Last week Enver made a disastrous effort co ptercs the flanks of
the Bulgarian army on the shores 01
the Sea of Marmora with a forlorn
hope of Ottoman .troops who were
beaten back with terrible losses.
Tie was one ri tne leaders in' the
recent revolt of the "Young Turks''
which led to a renewal of the war
between Turkey and the Balkan
states. Several ttireats against nis
life had been made among the disaffected soldiery, who were aroused
by the assassination of Nazim Pasna,
their .beloved comma
Enver was a prominent military
leader in the war In Tripoli and was
'"the best
called by EnromV-itf"c- ;r
soldier in the Tii.'ih army. '
En-ve-

Jid-get-

nder-in-chie- f.

i

inter-oceani- c

Cum-ming-

1'

EN--

12-1-

22-2-

!

13-1-

GIVES

AUDIENCE

THE FINANCE COMMITTEE
OF
THE HOUSE ALSO CONSIDERS
THE PROPOSED LAW.

e

'

ing a strike against 04 eastern
roads.
Judge Knapp said he would work al
day trying to bring both sides together and would not abandon the
situation until every means had been
exhausted.
For the firemen, President Carter
explained that in the event of no settlement, the strike, if ordered, would
not be effective until all the district
leaders of the union now gathered
had returned to their posts and reported to him by telegraph. Even then,
no firemen would leave their cabs
until locomotives had been taken to
terminal points. He added .that in
the event of a staike the" eiiS'ineers
would "isitively not go out in syra- '
pahty,--..'iuwould .adftere..,to their
agreement with .the railroads. Thif
holds until June 1, next.

lit

MARSHALL FAVORS
CLEAN CURRENCY
DESIRES FINANCIERS'
CHILDREN
CUT TEETH ON FATHERS-EARNING-

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 17. Thomas
and
Marshall, vice president-elect- ,
Mrs. Marshall, were the guests of Gov
ernor and Mrs. W. C. McDonald here
The vice president-elec- t
ad
today.
dressed the state legislature this
morning and this afternoon was taken
for a trip about the city. His speech
this morning was
and he
dealt only with political affairs in
general.
He asserted that he was not opposed to wealth nor the wealthy men,
but that this government was not
founded for men to make money, but
for justice and equality among men.
He said he did not mind If men made
money providing every dollar of it
was so clean that their infant offspring could cut their teelh on it.
After hearing Governor Marshall's
address both houses of the state legislature adjourned .until 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
R.

n

-

J. P. nORGAN

REPORTED

TO BE SERIOUSLY

ILL

will be successful.
The committee this morning secured a hearing with Governor William
C. McDonald lor 2:30 o'clock this afternoon.
The finance 'committee of tha
house of representatives also agreed
to give the big lobby a hearing dur'
ing the late afternoon. t
The Las Vegas committee met thin
morning and frames a measure which,
met the approval of the entire delegation. It likely will be introduced
In both houses tomorrow ss a substitute to the Lobato bill, winch his
been pending for eomo time. This
measure differs from the measure
now governing the Las Vegas grant
board solely in the following partic-ularr:-

--

.

The board of trustees of. ilit Lis
Vegas grant, wim the consent of the
judge of the Fourth judicial district.
may invest its funds or any part of
them in first mortgage bonds of any
corporation organized to construct an
irrigation system upoa the grant.
These bonds ghall D9 secured by
first mortgages upon tha entire Irrl- gation system and upon all ianls
watered by it.
The trustees aiso may loan any
portion of their funds, with thei permission of the court, to any corporation organized for the purpose or
constructing an irrigation, system
upon the grant. These loans alao-shal-l
be secured by first mortgages
upon the irrigation system and all
lands lying within its borders.
The present law is amended to empower the treasurer of San Miguel
county to collect the principal of any
bonds or securities belonging to th
Las Vegas land grant and turn them
over at once to the treasurer of tha
land grant.
The present law requiring
purchased to be registered unamended by omitting the word "registered "
It is believed this measure will
safeguard the funds of the land grant
and at the same time mane It possible for the trustees to accomplish
the completion of the irrigation project now lying in a half finished
state upon the grant.
with legislators by members pt
the lm Vegas
delegation hav ""
brought out tho fact that the measure
has an excellent chance for immediate passage.
the-bond-

MAYOR ON TRIAL
N. V., Feb. 17. The cam

Herkimer.

BUT REPORT IS DENIED AT HIS of Mayor Luun of Schenectady, N. Y.,
NEW YCP.K OFFICFS THIS
under the Indictment charging hint
- MORNING.
with having Incited striking textile

London, Feb. 17. J, Pierpout Morgan hns been taken suddenly and
111 at Cairo,
Egypt, according
to a dispatch from Rome to tho
Telegraph company.

sor-lousl-y

19-2-

,

s

GOVERNOR

PROJECT.

Santa Fe, a. M., Feb. 17. IndicaNew York, Feb. 17 Judge .Martin
tions
are that the committee of forty-fivA. Knapp, of the Cnited States comprominent Las Vegas business
merce court, arrived in New York
from Washington this morning for a and professional men who arrived
here yesterday to secure the passagti
final conference with officers of the
of legislation ieriinuig to the inBrotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
of mnds by the board ot
and Enginemen in the hope of avert- vestment
trustees of the Las Vegas land grant,
rail-- ,

n

i

I

ARE REACHED

IjOiidou,

AMPli SAFEGUARDS

AT THE 'SAME TIME IT WILL ALLOW GRANT BOARD TO FIN-IS-

EVERY

OFFICIALS THE .MEN WILL DE REASONABLE

n

I

THE DELEGATION.

THE EAST

LONG CONSULTS

FROM

SALESMEN, DIRECTORS
ER FUNCTIONARIES

TRIPOLI.

LOBBY

HOPES TO BE ABLE TO PREVENT MEASURE MEETS THE APPROV"
AL OF EVERY MEMBER OF
BIG FIREMEN'S
STRIKE IN

MONTHS TO ONE YEAR IN
CONFINEMENT.

IN

IN

ANTI-TRUS-

BY LAS VEGAS

FOR

PEACE

LAW
OF
VIOLATIONS, THEY ARE
PUNISHED.

BALKAN' STRUGGLE.

S

WORKING

GO TO

CONVICTED

DIS-

AFFECTED SOLDIERY.

HE

REGISTER JUDGE' KNAPP' IS NEV BILL FRAMED

JAIL

TION IS ATTACKED BY

Reports indicated , that losses on
the Diaz side had not been great and
their lines had been extended in one
direction beyond the palace of the
ministry of gohernation, which they
had taken, and in the other direction
as far as the Germun school.
Cuernavaca is reported taken by
the Zapatistas. The president of national railways has reported to the
that the Laredo line
ambassador
north of Montjerey is in the hands of
the rebels.
The consuj general at Mexico City
reported in reply to Inquiries that
Marjorie Fisher is well and has left
for Vera Cruz; also that Mrs. Cosby
and family are safe and well, leaving
for Vera Cruz. The consul at Juarez reports having learned from passengers from Chinuahua that the
city was quiet and there had been
no disturbances in that portion of
the state. He added that the railway
between Chihuahua and Juarez was
free from rebels.
The consul at Sallillo reports 14
bridges burned between Saltillo and
Monterey, no train service to the
j south and telegraphic communication
interrupted.
j
Denounces Intervention Talk
Denouncing sentiment in favor of
American intervention in Mexico, Rep-bresentative Prince of Illinois, said in
the house today. "Our place is at
home, minding our own Duslness."
"Our country, is, in my judgment,"
he said, "going out into the world
as a big policeman. Our place is at
home, notwithstanding the rumbles
down there in Mexico. We had ouv
elerrticn here in this country and it
was by ballots, and we announced the
result on the floor of this house, and
the country acquiesced to it. Their
method seems to be iy bullets and if
our uysuuueis aie m me
Uq
they are electing their men down theii
In those foreign countries, let them
get out of the way and not ask tt
have American blood, and American
bone and American manhood be sent
there, for the benefit of American exporters, to destroy their lives, as
seems, 10 be in the air."
s
.
Treachery Ends Armistice
Mutual charges of violation ot the
armistice In Mexico City led to its
termination at 7 o'clock last night
the renewal of fi hting.
The Madero government had plant
ed dynamite near the citadel and moved cannon during the armistice. The
American embassy water supply was
cut yesterday. Diaz has ample 8up- piles, Dut tne government is snort.
The Berlin legation has been partially destroyed. Desertion from the
government side to the relicis is going
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Enjoying Usual Health
New York, Feb. IS. From private
sources it is learned that Mr. Morgan
had an acute attack ot indigestion
three or four daj'3 ago, but It passed
off and he Is now la his usual health.
He ia leaving Alexandria today on
the Carronla for Kaples where he is
due the tsventy-Eista- .

workers to riot during the recent labor
troubles, was called for trial hero today and it ia expected that tho hearing will occupy several ays. Tha case
Is attracting considerable interest iii
labor circles and among the citizen
In general.
WATERWAYS COMMISSION
Detroit, Midi., Feb. 17. Tha Joii.fc
International "Waters iys co' '
f
met here today and d'sv.
0
f
other ran ttera of Imror
t
Icgstone clianuel ia 11, o
and tha pollution c! 1
by various !n;!"sr
' '
1

WILL' RESCUE HIS

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
The peasSt. Petersburg, feb.
ants who worked the estate at
Polyiaua of the late Count Leo
Tolstoi are now owners of a greater
part of the land they formerly tilled
as paid laborers. This transfer is a
carrying out of Tolstoi's conviction
that the ownership of 'large areas of
land by one individual was wrong in
.principle, and the project to convey
this property to the Tolstoi peasants
has just been put through by the executors of the estate.
Countess Tolstoi retains about 500
acres of the estate, including the
park around the house and the grave
of the count. About 1.700 acres pass
to the peasants, though the full legal
title will not be conveyed to them to
prevent any of tnera selling their
portions under the agrarian legislation now in force in Russia.
Count Tolstoi's sons have been provided tor by the sale of other lands;
it is understood that they have received about $200,000.
17.

Yas-nay-

The dignity of an ambassador to
a foreign court is a thing to be reckoned with. Such an envoy represents
the person of his sovereign, and a
Blight to him is. a slight to his master. Representing a ruler in per-

a

been discharged to xeturn again to
the firing line The hospitals at tne
front have been cleared of all cases
that could be moved to make room
for new cases, and in Constantino
FROM .
ple there have been estabusihed a
number of infirmaries tor the hous
ing of convalescents.
The December horrors of the cholera camp at San Stefauo are now
happily a thing of the past. The
noble and
work done SON OF NEW MEXICO LEGISLATThis Spring? This is a question of importance to every woman and one
OR HURRIES TO CAPITAL OF
here by devoted women and men for
the
which can be quickly and
Turkish
soldiers
SISTER REPUBLIC.
suffering
settled by an inspection of the
brought not only alleviation at the
on
now
on
arrived
all
our departments.
goods
newly
display
time when the situation in the camp
Santa Fe, X. m., Feb. IT. T. D.
was at its worst, but it has resulted Burns, Jr., sou of T. D. Burns, memAT TR.
In the establishment of better saniNEW
ber of the legislative senate from
tary and general conditions at the Rio Arriba county, left yesterday
camp, so that if the. dread visitor morning for Mexico City where he
cholera again makes its appearance will try and find Mrs. Burns, formei-lMiss Maria Louisa Ortiz, daughamong the Turkish soldiers at the
In an excellent variety of exclusive styles from $25.00 up
front, p. place of refuge will be open ter of a prominent .Mexican family
Other Suits of style and quality $15.00 to $20.00
who is reported to be in grave danfor the stricken.
The American and British resi: ger from the fire ot rebels and feddents at Constantinople, including erals in the battles raging in ihe City
Mrs. W. W. Rockhill, the wife of the of Mexico.
Mr. Burns and Miss Ortiz were
American ambassador; Lady Low- ther, wife of the British ambassador; married about a year ago and Mrs.
Hoffman Philip, secretary of the Burns left last fall for a visit with
American embassy ; C. P. Gates, pres her father and mother in Mexico
ident of Robert college; Mary Mills City and was in their residence near
Patrick, president of the American the scene of the first outbreak when
College for Gir'is, and Major Clyde S. Diaz first rebelled against Mdero
Ford, U. S. A., are interesting them seven days ago.
selves In the cases of Miss Alt and
Unable to hear anything from his
Miss Schneider, two old ladies, resi- wife and alarmed at conditions In
Satin Brocaded EoUennes
40 inch Crepe de Chien
dents of San Stefano, who not onlj Mexico, Mr. Burns finally decided to
Plain
Eoliennes
choldid such valorous, duty at the
take his life in his hands and make
Figured flessalines
era camp before help came from the the long and dangerous trip to the
Luxe
dc
Satin
Shower Proof Foulards
outside, but who continued at their City of Mexico. He will first attempt
former
the
until
tasks
the journey via Juarez ani the Mexi
Serges, Wool Taffetas, Albatross, Bedfordcord, Batistes, and an
became ill of the disease and the lat- can Central. In the event that he can
on
accoun
ter was compelled to stop
not reach his destination by that
variety of fancy mixtures.
of absolute exhaustion.
route he will g to liagle Pass and
A party of Americans the lattel try to reach the city, by that route.
part of November came to San Ste Failing there, he will try. to reach
fano in an automouile. They found the besieged capital hy , going down
the gay little seaside resort sadly the coast to Vera Cruz. He will
transformed. The population had bring Mrs. Burns to New Mexico V
mostly fled to the city, and the he can get her out of the war ridden
The new wash fabrics for
streets, the open squares, the door- - zone.
Spring are especially neat and dainty in dewhile
textures are all
can be asked.
signs,
yards and the now famous Greek
school were filled with terrible
We are showing a large variety of sheer and
weaves in both
figures, the ,dead lying
'
white
and colors. Also a nice line of this season's Zephyr Ginghams. Let
unburied as they fell by hundreds,
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
the dying moaning for help, those
US SHOW YOU the new goods.
FOR THE WEEK
able still to move about trying vain
ly to draw water from the wells to
f
A NOBBY LINE OF WOMEN'S SPRING OXFORDS NOW ON DISPLAY
assuage their burning tuirsi.
Monday.
chol
.become
a
San. Stefano had
chess
Opening of international
era camp, and there the stricken men master's
tournament at Havana,
'
from the army, fighting desperately Cuba.
Laa Veu'Lefl Aing Store
sent
.trainloads.
were
WOOLTEX
by
at Tehataija,
Opening of annual show of Kansas
PRINTZESS
But in the strain and stress of the City Automobile Dealers' association,
Garments
Garments
days of battle when all eyes were
Cyclone Thompson vs. Bob Moha
turned toward the front and the ter- 10 rounds, at Milwaukee.
For Women
For Women.
rible danger from cholera had not
Johnny McCarthy vs. Billy Murray,
Established 1862
South
was
still
iSidePlaja
the
camp
yet been realized,
20 rounds, at Taft, Cal.
unorganized, and no help was ready
Tuesday.
for the miserable suffering hundreds
Special congress of American Trotleft there by the wayside.
""bhicago.
ting assoclatiop,;
TO WORK FOR SUFFRAGE.
election in San Francisco, with inti- faith in its curative
Only two women, Miss Alt and ner
National aniatei
racquet champowers that
Pictorial Review declares itself ed- mate descriptions of the women vot- offer One Hundred Dollars for they
friend Mrs. Schneider residents of pionships in singles, at New York
any
wocase
for
that it fails to cure. Send for
ers, and the moral effect of their
itorially in, the March issue
San Stefano, had stuck to their Racquet club.
list
of
testimonials.
man suffrage, while other prominent vote.
To quote Pictorial Review
posts, and devoting all of their small
Opening of annual show of Grand
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tosavings to the task, were making Forks, N. D., Automobile Dealers' as- maganizes "stay on the fence." From again, regarding woman suffrage, "It ledo, Ohio.
now on, the 800,000 readers of Pic- is the most revolutionary movement
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
soup and caring as oest they could sociation
Take Hall's Family Pills for constifor the soldiers stricken down witn
Eddie O'Keefe vs. Kid Julian, 12 torial Review will be told about wo- in the history of the United States
man's suffrage, its past, present and since the civil war, and these articles pation. Adv.
this temible disease. These women, rounds, at Akron, O.
future what it has done, what it is visualize the subject as never
both nearly 70, had been working
Wednesday.
This Is the season of the year when
there alone, quietly, careless of self,
doing and what it will do.
bench
show
Westminsof
Annual
mothers feel very much concerned
over the frequent colds contracted by
To quote them, "We did not jump
for several days when the little par ter Kennel club opens in New York
their children, and have abundant
ty in the automobile discovered them City.
into this editorial frame of mind
$100 REWARD 9100
reason for It as every cold weakens
at their wonderful labor; and for
Annual meeting of the stewards of recklessly, we carefully weighed the
The readers of this paper will be the lungs, lowers the vitality and
many weeks more, evej after a sort the Lake Erie Trotting circuit, at pros and' cons of the biggest move- pleased to learn that there is at least paves the
yayso for the more serious
startof "field cholera hospital" was
ment of the day, and went into it one dreaded disease that science has diseases that
often follow. ChamPittsburg.
been able to cure in all Us stages, berlain's Cough Remedy is famous for
wide-ope- n
ed at the Greek school and others
a
sent
with
of
show
of
annual
They
eyes."
Opening
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Its cures, and is pleasant and safe to
were there to bear the burden, they
Automobile Dealers' association, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thelss, expert Cure is the
only positive cure now take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
continued their noble work, shunning at lavenport, la.
investigators on a trip to the suf- known to the medical fraternity. Cawont
no
thanks,
W. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stanrecognition, wishing
frage states where they gathered tarrh being a constitutional disease, reOpening of annual show of
ing for suffering humanity in i.'S
material, quires a constitutional treatment ley, Ind., says he would not take
Wis., Automobile Dealers' as- some remarkable first-hanmost repellant form.
of a sort that promises to cover ev- Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally $100.00 for the relief a single box of
sociation.
acting directly upon the blood and Foley Kidney Pills gave him. "I had
Miss Alt is now recovering from
Jack Dillon vs. George Brown, 10 ery phase of the subject.
mucous surfaces of the system, there- a severe attack of kidney trouble with
are
an attack of cholera; both ladies
rounds, at Indianapolis.
The first article of this series, will by destroying the foundation of the sharp pains through my back and
much broken In health by their terand
giving the patient could hardly straighten up. A single
Thursday.
appear in the March .issue entitle disease,
by building up the constitu- box of Foley Kidney Pills entirely rerible days at San Stefano cholera
Chicago American league baseball "What California Women did with strength
tion and assisting nature in doing Its lieved me." O. G. Schaefer and Red:
camp, and both are in very strait club starts on the spring training their Vote," a resume of the last work.
The proprietors have so much Cross Dm? Co. Adv.
ened circumstances. 1'heir tnenas trip to California.
to
make
in this city are endeavoring
Animal spring meeting of the
aai)itf)g.jny)LLjlM.
them some recompense ior their self Southern Baseball league, at Chattaensacrifice, anil Mrs. Rocuhili has
nooga.
CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLU8
listed friends in America to aid in
Opening of annual polo tournament
the recognition of these heroic wo of the Aiken S. C, Polo club.
.
$50,000.00 ,
$100,000.00
men.
Friday.
Clarence Ferns vs. Billy Walters,
15 rounds, at St Joseph, Mo.
OPENS
SHOW
ORANGE
Saturday.
Kun Bernardino. Calif.. Feb. 17.
' "
Annual tournament of American
J. M. Cunningham, President.
- T- - HoMn' Cashier
The story of California's great orange
in Toledo.
"
congress
opens
HYank Sprlnnw,
Bowling
the
told
by
is
S.
r JIJ. Lewis, Assistant Cashier.
graphically
industry
Annual Indoor track and field
wonderful display at the third Nation,
M.
Y.
A.
C.
of the Pittsburg
al Orange show which opened here games
Annual tournament of Minnesota
week.
the
to
continue
through
today
at MinneapMillions of oranges are included in State Chesg association,
olis.
me
shows
also
which
the
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
exhibit
the
Opening of annual midwinter golf
thods of planting, irrigating and curtournament at Del Monte, Cal.
ing for the trees and the picking,
Knockout Brown vs. Joe Rivers, 20
packing and shipping of the fruit.
roi'iids, at Veri'o.i, Cal.
Aa Wolgwt vs. Tommy
CHARGE OF EMBEZZLEMENT
10 rounds, a dun Francisco
Trenton, N. J., Feb, 17. Abram I,.
Heavers, the former cashier- of the
First National Hank or Hlnil Bridge, PILES CURED IN 8 TO 14 DAYS
N. J under Indictment on Iho char't Your druggist will refund money It
of having misapplied and converted rAZO OINTMENT falls to cure an)
Cfvpitsvl Stock, S3O.000.00
to his own use funds 0f the bank, case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding ot
14 days. 60c
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
niadp bis appearance ot!ay before Protruding Piles in 8 to
the I'nited states court in. this city blongs In every home. Adv.
to be tried under the indictment As
Wm. 0. Uaydon
President
the defendant pleaded mllty to the
Is no better medicine made
There
Vice President
II, W. ftelly
charge last month before TTnited for colds than Chamberlain's Couch
States Commissioner Richard Stock- Remedy. It acts on nature's plan,
D. T. Iloskins
Treasure'
ton, in Elizabeth, N. .T., it is expected
the lungs, opens the secretions,
that the hearing In the federal court aids expectoration; and restores the
Interest PaJd on
sjstem to a healthy condition. For
will he short and perfunctory.
snle
all
Adv.

reason that ultra-loya- l
Russian postmasters object to tne sacrilege
in picking up a rubber can
celling stamp covered with ink and
hitting the emperor sharply in the
face with it, a proceeding distinctly
necessary lor the protection of the
revenues of the poatoffice department.
But the old order changes, and in
spite of protests from postmasters
sentiments of rikht and
with
wrong, the postoffice will issue on
March 6 a new eries of Btamps em
bellished with portraits of Romanoffs
sovereigns of Russia,, past and pres
ent. This new issue is in connection
with the celebration ot the third centenary of the accession of the Rom
anoff dynasty to the throne. The
Btamps of seven and ten copeck de
old-tim- e

nomination, the principal ones in use
for inland and foreign correspond
ence, respectively, bear portraits of
the present emperor, Nicholas II.
A diplomatic orotesj to the Creek
government has resulted from an
of the Russian
amusing "hold-upmail steamer Lhikhacheff on its last
trip from Odessa to Alexandria by
the Creek "Governor of Rhodes."
The steamer was halted at sea oft
the island of Tenedos by rifle shots
of armed Greeks,
from a sloop-loaand the captain, on halting, was inof
the "Governor
that
formed
Rhodes" was aboard and desired the
latest newspapers. Tne angry
refused the demand in emresumed nis voyage
language,
phatic
and oil his arrival at Smyrna reported the facts to. the Russian rep re
eentative at Athens.
The island of Rhodes was occupied
h
by the Italians during the
war and is still held by. them, so
the appearance pf a Greek governor" is somewhat premature.
"

son, an ambassador approaches the
court to which he is accredited with
the proper expectation that he be received with the same degree of pomp
and cermony mat would be ajcorded
the ruler of his state were the latter
personally present.
The annual celebration of "Blessing the Waters of the Neva," which
occurs January 10, and in which the
emperor, as head of the church, participates, was marked this year by
an ambassadorial boycott, as a pro
test against in infraction of their dip
lomatic dignity. Only the ambassadors of the two republics, France and
the United States, and the representhe "nud
The story of llioodor,
tative of Turkey attended; the other
absented
inemselves monk" of Tsaritzin, who, after defyambassadors
from the function at the Winter pal ing the bishops, the Holy Synod, the
has
ace, since it entails attendance at a police and all other authorities,
court luncheon for which the emper- been finally defrocked and sent back
or does not remain. The ambassa- to his home village as an ordinary
last chapter
dors, presuming themseive to be on layman, passes into its
a footing of equality with the emper- with the conversion pf the monastery
of his exploits,
or, felt they could not remain for a at Tsaritzin, the scene
adfunction for which the host did not into a nunnery. The monks, his
scattered
have
among
been
herents,
tan
stay. Their irritation had been
ned by an incident on the. emperor's the various other monasteries of
name-day- ,
when the diplomatic corps Russia. The nuns arriving in Tsarturned out in full force at the invita itzin to take over the buildings, have
tion of the ministry of the court for been met by such abuse and threats
the church service at the Kazan by the thousands of lliodor's followcathedral, to find Russian officials ers that the convent is guarded by
tne police.
of minor rack only in attendance.
of
at
the
the blessing
It was
Constantinople, Feb. 17 The
in January, 1905, that a charge
of fighting along the Tchatal-j- a
of grapeshot was fired at the emperlines and at Adrianople will bring
or and' his cortege from' a saluting
cannon stationed on the opposite side to Constantinople the long lines of
of the river. A bag of bullets was in wounded men, some in litters, others
eome manner slipped into the gun in walking stoically by themselves, 6til'
front of the saluting Charge, and this others supported by hospital stew.
companions-inarmsparticular gun of the battery was 'ards or their own
The situation, however, for
turned around to bear on the tempowill have imunfortunates
these
in
which
on
ice
the
part
rary chapel
of the ceremony takes place. After proved in Borne ways, for today the
an investigation the Incident was of- Constantinople hospitals are better
ficially declared to be an accident, equipped to care for the wounded.
Two months have passed since the
due to a charge having been left in
the gun after drill the day before, fighting was discontinued to give dibut no satisfactory explanation of plomacy a chance to make peace in
why the kun was aimed as it was London, and these weeks have been
has ever been given. To prevent ac- utilized to make preparations of
cidents this year the saluting battery many kinds. The possibility of furwas placed on one of the islands of ther fighting has never been lost
the fortress, and the signal for the sight of, and chief among the eventsalute was conveyed to it by a rocket. ualities provided for has been the
care of the wounded and the sick.
hereRussian postage stamps have
Many of the wounded who were in
tofore never been decorated with the city hospital when the armistice
portraits of Russian rulers, for the was declared have recovered and
d
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RIVAL CLAIMANTS

FADS AND
FASHIONS
New York, February 17. One of the
most popular new materials last autumn was velour de lalne, a soft, silky
woolen tissue. Later In the season it
was displaced toy the new satins and
vesilks, but it is now predicted that
laine
de
as
well
as
laine
de
lour
drap
will be extremely popular during the
coming spring. Both materials are
amenable to draping and both are
surbecoming because of their soft
these
in
well
look
colors
face. All
materials, and those in Bordeaux and
yellows are especially attractive. The
popularity of these yellows is really
astonishing. Every piece of stuff
seems a shade different All are seductive save the sulphur; and in satin, and worn by a black haired woman, even this is not without virtue.
Citron is a Bhade that will go Into
tones!
early spring, also Suede. Such
as chalk putty and oyster have been
modish a long time, but they may be
continued through another season,
since the fashion dealers appear to
have exhausted the whole range of
aolors. Black was their refuge three
years ago, but now with the black are
colors, and without doubt the dyers
are in despair. But they have never
been found wanting and probably
shades to be shown next month will
differ only slightly from those we
have been seeing.
The latest styles show dresses wiih
a plain tunic in front and a draped
back, or vice versa. The draping is
flat and does not look, at all out of
place in front. Just so it cuts the figure bias, or straight up and down,
that is all that is necessary. It is
predicted that all the dressy after-r.oocostumes of satin or silk for
spring wear would have the little
train like that of the evening dress
this winter. The idea is pretty and
extremely graceful, but it is impractical in a frock If one thinks of wearing it on the street.
Fashion experts say that crepe de
Chine, after a long absence, will return to favor during the coming season. The material is soft and clinging, qualities so eminently Buited to
the modes of the moment that it is V
wonder the designers of fashions have
not called it into' service long before
this. Taffetas will not be fashionable,
although they show some wonderful
effects in colors. But the material
does not drape prettily, and even the
most supple quality has a way of
standing out from the figure, which
interferes with the silhouette.
A now brown yellow, that is beautiful iui any material, is that of Orien.
tal tobacco, a rich brilliant dye that
arrived during the winter. It is
of course, much lighter than Hav.
ana brown, yet has the same general tone. This is nothing more than
a soft, deep gold, something like
tan, yet with more yellow.
The Oriental tobacco is superb In velvet, also in satin and crepe de Chine.
It does not go well with other combinations of colors, however.
n
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May be Means of Absorbing
Disease Germs in Most
Unexpected Manner.
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The very simple effect of blouses
and corsages will foe modified during
the coming spring season and embroidery will be used, not much, but
enough to make a change and have
things look new. The Grecian effects
will be repeated both in afternoon and
evening gowns, which means thai
drapery will be used as much as ever.
Where draping is not employed, tiny
Knife plaits will run straight up and
down, in the center of the back and
fiont. Sometimes even with these
plaits drapery will fall to at least one
side.
Corseted as the fashionable
woman is, the designer may now loop
goods on her form to his heart's content, and this he surely will continue
to do.

Poplin in silk, in wool, in cotton-a- ny
kind of poplin, in fact, promises
to be much used. There are plain
poplins and moire poplins and brocaded poplins, and one often finds at
least two of these varieties combined
in the same costume. Other material
to be in demand for elaborate street
costumes
or afternoon
are silk whipcord, heavy bengaline,
and the still heavier ('soie regence.''
In all of these there is a conspicuous
use of buttons, of which there is an
avalanche tills season, showing the
greatest variety and originality. Among
the wool materials appropriate for
the simpler tailored suit, the real cos
tume trotteur, there are serges, Bedford cords, new weaves of whipcords,
poplins, ratines, drap de laine and
some other less exploited varieties
from which to choose.
An over blouse affords, a clever way
of introducing the skirt material in
the blouse to a coat suit. Often the
material is too heavy to be used for
the entire waist, but if the over blouse
is developed in the cloth the urider-wais- t
of sheer chiffon or silk voile
gives a dainty and light effect.
Often the underwaist if of sheer batiste or white net, which can be
laundered when soiled, and sometimes
the over blouse is not attached to the
on bleak,
skirt, so that it can be
chilly days, when such an addition is
a decided comfort. The little squari
shoulder yoke often appears in back
as well as in front.
Ribbon will play an important pari
in the now millinery in the shape
of crown bands, streamers, chip lops,
bows, ear lops and quill effects in
satin, faille, moire and taffeta weaves.
Rose, stem and foliage are seen made
of picot edged moire ribbons in the
exact shades of the skin of a Bermuda
onion. Large pompous are formed of
a compact mass of ribbon loops and
finished with a jetted stem. Thesa
are placed either in the center from
or at the side of a draped turban ot
other "small hat, or else poised over
of a large hat.
the brim-edgLarge sprawling bows are either
spread across the back of a hat crown
or are disposed in erect fan effect.
Long wired ribbon loops dart from a
tight ribbon knot, a conical bas3 of
flowers or other ornament, and extend
from the side far beyond the back cf
a hat brim. When velour ribbon is
used, the raised pattern is frequently
cut out and applied flatly to satin, taf
feta or heavy crepes. Floral designs
in ribbons are rich and dainty in col- oring. Watteau effects, pompadour
designs and gorgeous Oriental motifs
are prominent. Tapestry and body effects In compact designs of flowers
and vines are on background? of satin, faille and lustrous moire. liuia
rian patterns will bo 'avorlte3. Wont
of them are taffetas with pbvit, loop,
crown and cord finish.
Colored beads are used for embroidering heavy, dull colored silks. For instance, the girdle or belt of a
of heavy gray si'k is embroidered in
gray, bright blue, bottla ercon, yellcw
in
and rerisd lends, which Wb
a Ma; stiff design suggesting sprays of
flowers.
This use of bright beat?"
(lives the touch of color which iswant
ed to make a dull gown look right.
New parasols for southern nee show
turned back edges, suggestive of the
turned-bacbrim of a hat, which ail
laced with a pinked Bilk niching the
color of the parasol.
The angle of the feather Is now very
important; It makes for chleness or
an unfashionable erreet.
'FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
semi-tailore- d

HUGE

FORTUNE
TWO MEN ARE TRYING TO PROVE
THEY ARE DANIEL BLIKE
RUSSELL.

FEBRUARY

to

AH Blood and Skin

Diseases.
Tho research laboratory of Tho Swift
Spunlflo Co. has collected a VHHt amount
of Information ruKanllriK the Rpread of
Mood (llBeaNca. Jn thousands of InHtuncos
the moHt vlrulmit typoH have been the
of coming In contact with dlHeaae
Kixms In public placet), and tho apparently inxlgnltlciuit
plmplo has been tha
!Uuho.
It Spreads with astonlHhlnK
often Infecting tho ontlro syHtem

lt

a few days.
It Is fortunate however, that thc.ro In
a' remedy to cope quickly and thoroughly
with mull a condition, and thankH to the
lit

It
producers the famouH
may now bo had at uhuuut any
IniK Htore in tho civilized world.
Thin preparation standH alone among
It
fincelflc remedies as a blood purifier.
Ih Bomewhat revolutionary In lt composition, Rlnce it accomplishes all that was
over clutmed for mercury, Iodides, arsenic
and other destructive mineral druRS, and
yet It la absolutely a purely vegetable
product. There are more cases of articular rheumatism, locomotor ataxia, paresis, neuritis and similar diseases resultant from the use of minerals than from
disease germs direct. These facts are
brought out In a highly Interesting book
compiled by the medical department of
The Swift Specific Co., 127 Swift Bldg..
At.anta. Oa. It is mailed free, together
with a special letter of advice to all who
are struggling with a blood disease.
Get a $1.00 bottle of 8. S. S. to day of
your druggist. It will surprise you with
ita wonderful action In the blood.

energy

K. 8. B.

of
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breaker in length it is eclipsed, by tire northwest- - M. P. Beebe, of
Ipr
the present hearing. The sheets of wich, S. V., the president of the asso
typewritten testimony at the former ciation,, occupied the chair.
trial, piled sheet on sheet, made a
pile more than six feet higih. The
BRYCE GUEST OF CLERGY
present hearing has far .exceedec that
New York, Feb. 17. James Bryce,
record. Under Massachusetts pro- tlie
British ambassador, was the
cedure, it is stated, there can be no
guest of honor and the principal speak
appeal from the decision soon to be er at a luncheon
given here today by
expected, there being no Higher tri the' Clerical
Conference of the New
bunal in this commonwealth. There
Federation of Churches. All protest-an- t
may be arguments, however, on .he
denominations were represented
to
the rulings of the
exceptions as
at the gathering, as well as ministers
master, which may material
add of the Roman Catholic church and
to the length of the trial.
a number of rabbis. Mr. Bryce- - deliv- The case has aroused 4 great deal
his parting words to the religious
ered
of interest and public opinion, froui
forces of the city and touched upon
tlie very beginning of he trial, has
matters of interest concerning moralbeen divided into two factions, one
ity and religion in England and the
believing in the justice of "Dakota
'
Oan's" claims an sympathize with Tinted States.
aim, the other believing "Fresno
KANSAS CITY AUTO SHOW
Oan" to be the true claimant entit- - j
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 17. The anled to a share in the Russell estate.
The testimony in both the first and ,"lal aUit0 Bhow ,mder tne aU8nlces ot
'he second trial was often highly the Kansas City Motor Car Dealers'
dramatic and 'sensational and at ev- - association opened here today with
entries and a large
eri' sitting of the court the court
It will continue until
room was crowded with interested, attendance.
:
pectators. One of the most dramat Thursday of next week.
ic bits of testimony in the second
trial or hearing was the reappear
ance of Edward V. Frentz, who tes- - STOMACH STARVERS
tified in the former hearing that
"Dakota Dan" was not the Daniel
EAT ANYTHING NOW
Blake Russell, ihe missing son of the
late Daniel Russell. At the second
hearing Frentz was again called upon
NOR UPSET STOM.
the witness stand and confronted
ACH.F03 "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" .
with both claimants. After a careUSERS
ful inspection of the two men the
witness declared that "Fresno" Dan"
Every yar regularly more than a
was the Daniel Blake Dussell witn
million sl.cmach suffers in the United
whom he had played as a boy.
States, Ei gland and Canada take
Many old r&idnts of Melrose
Dia pepsin, and realize not only
were called upon the witness stand Pape's
immediate, but lasting relief.
and while some were positive that
This harmless preparation will diDakota Dan" was the right claimgest
anything you eat and overcome
ant, others contradicted this testi- a sour,
stomach
giiiisy or
mony and were equally positive that five minutes afterwards.
he was not Daniel Blake Russell, in
If your meals don't fit comfortably,
a general way it may he said that
or what yDU eat lies like a lump of
the sympathies of the majority were lead in
yo tr stomach, or it you ha7e
with "Dakota Dan," whose testimony
that is a sign of indigesheartburn,
nt the hearing to establish his iden- tion.
tity seemed to be far more concluGet froiti your pharmacist a fifty-cen- t
sive than that of the rival claimant,
ase of Pape's Diapepsin and
who displayed a remarkable lack ot
take a dope Just as soon as you can.
memory and astounding ignorance There vill be no sour
risings, no
cf matters with which nig true Dan- belching cf
undigested food mixed
iel Blake Russell should h.ive been with
acil, no Btomach gas or heartthoroughly familiar.
burn, fullness or heavy feeling In the
stomach, nansea, debilitating headPARK T: AIL MEN MEET
aches, dizziness or intestinal griplnj.
Miles City, Mont., Feb. 17. Dele-- This will all go, and, besides, there
sates from Minnesota, tne naiiouis; wl be no gour food left over ,n tue
and 'Montana were in attendance at stornaPn to poison your breath with
the first interstate convention of the Rauseons ,dors. '
Twin
Park; pope's Diapepsin is a certain cure
Trail association which was held here for
stomachs, because it
ictlay to complete plans for the great' iake3 hold of your food and digests it
intimate nignway t.nat is to ie nunr;jUSt
game as if your Btomach
from Minneapolis-St- .
Paul to Yellow- wasn't there,
clone national park by way ot ADer- Relief in five minutes from all
deen, S. D. The pioiwsed new high-- ' stomach misery is waiting for you
way will be the first link of a great nr any dnis; store.
These large fifty cent cases contain
cystem or automobile route:; umit and
mamtaine din accordance with the more than sufficient to thoroughly
requirements of the American Au'o- - cure almost any case of dyspepsia, in- mobile association, which will even-- ) digestion ',ir any other stomach disortually form a network through the en- - dor. Adv
j

After four years
of the strangest litigation the Russell
case, famous in forensic history ' cs
the longest tiiftl ever recorded, is
approaching its end and it is believed
that it will reach its conclusion with in another week. The history of tne
case may be said to date from the
year 1907, when Daniel Russell, a
wealthy resident of Melrose, Mass.,
died. He had, two sons, Williams C.
and Daniel Blake Russell.
In 1S85,
however, Daniel IliaKe Russell mys- teriously disappeared. Daniel Rus- sell had requested in his will that,
ifi Daniel Blake Russell should return
within 20 years of the testator's
death, William C. Russell should
share equally with him in the estate.
In 1909 "Dakota Dan" appeared a- a claimant, saying lie was the long- lost Daniel Blake Russell. Tho trial
of his claim took 123 court days be- fore Judge Lawton in the Middlesex
county probate court.
During the
trial a great many persons in Melrose testified that "Dakota Dan" was
the person they remembered as Daniel Blake Russell; others could not
so remember.
Boston.

Feb.

William

C.

17

Russell,

j

j

-

record-breakin-

who opposed

the claims of "Dakota Dan" and re
timed to acknowledge him as his
brother, brought forward Mr. and
Mrs. James Rousseau and some of
their children from
northern New
York, who said that the claimant
was not Daniel Blake Russell, but
their son and brother, respectively.
The court decided
that "Dakota
Dan" was not Daniel Blake Russell,
Thereupon the claimant, appealed to
the supreme court against the deci- sion given by the lower court in
1910.
Shortly after that "Fresno
Dan" made his appearance in Melrose
and was recognized by William C.
Russell as his iong-los- t
brother. The
appearance of this rival claimant
greatly complicated matters ana the
fact that he was endorsed and accepted as the true claimant by Wli- liam C. Russell, who was most vital- ly Interested in the outcome ot the
litigation, made matters a great deal
more difificult for "Dakota Dan."
Tne second trial negan Detore ui- bert A. A. Pevey of Cambridge, ap- pointed master by tlie state supreme
court, on July in, 1912, an has con- tinued without materia; interruption
ever since. Tlie master nas neici ses.
sions on more than 150 court days
and considerably more than three
hundred witnesses have been heard.
While the former trial was a record
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WOMAN'S

PRECIOUS

GIFT.

The one which she should most
jealousy guard, is her health, but it
is the one most often neglected; tintil
some ailment peculiar to her sex has
fastened itself upon her. When so
affected such women may rely upon
Lydla E. I'inkbam's Vegetable Compound, a remedy that has been wonin restoring
successful
derfully
health to suffering women.
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Tell Me the Secret"

It
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FROM A "JMCH.KLOR'S 110 NEYMOON.'
I

trouble. It is a role that, being hand- heritance that he should not marry
Tho
is an Heiress of
moon," which comes tg the Duncan led capably by Carolene Flounioy, is ngaln.
note and tho papers and her theatrl- full of quaint absurdity.
opera house A'ednosuay night, FebBejaniln has two daughters who !cul manager have taken up the af
ruary 19, the Omaha, Neb., World are under the care of the devoted fair; a detective Is sent to the home
Herald has tho following to 'tiny: At lister, While they are 'away nt the of Benjamin Bachelor who denies
the Brunei, for the first half of seashore their father marries an act- that he hna married and Introduced
the week, "A Bachelor's Honeymoon" ress who Is not aware that he lias his bride to his sister as a govern"
chllil. This role 01 the al- ess. More trouble comes at this time
is being presented. The offering is chick or
and
for the affair
capricious bride is charm- and In punishment
luring
a farce exceptionally funny and rich ingly
played by Miss Rose Alnswortli. Minerva, the moral guardian of the
In humorous situations which follow
Learning that her husband had children, demands that her brother
each other in rapid succession, last daughters, the bride is not a bit flat- marry the women he has brought to
night's audience was 'laughingly elat- tered. All sorts of absurd complica his home, in order to prevent further
ed over the comedy.
tions arise.
trouble and scandal. So, after all,
The leading character of the play,
The sister must not be told that the honeymoon ends nappily.
The comedy is well staged, apirit-- !
and oin portrayed with mirth excit- Benjamin has married again and
ing cleverness by l.eon A. Gilson, least of all, that he has married an edly acted, i'nd so f wift in produc
is the widower, ienjamin Bachelor. actress, or Benjamin will i,e cut oft ing laughs that no wonder 'last
He has a devoted sister, Minerva, from the fortunes of hiH father who night's audience was cordially
rigidly bent on keeping him out of made one of the conditions of tiis in
Concerning "A Bachelor's

V V

New York, February 17. Now, that to the mayor to have the compens
the new Grand Central station ha tion reduced to $23. each. Nov tho
been opened for business, New Y01S supreme court will be asked to fix the
city is the richer by one show place, proper fee.
the like of which no other city in the
The National Ladies' Tailors and
world may boast of. During the past
week more than 150,000 persons visit- Dressmakers' association has begun a
ed the station daily, not counting the determined war against the practice
many thousands of travelers who took of cheating American purchasers of
trains there or arrived from a dis- garments by attaching to the letter
tance. The building is well worth labels bearing the name and address
seeing and is greatly admired by all of some Paris establishment. H Js
visitors. The magniture of the struc- said that euch labels are Imported
ture is imposing and the arrange)-ment- from Paris In large quantities and
are thoroughly practical and up that in, many cases the label is the
The attendants, of whom only part of a garment alleged to
there are many, were kept busy an have been imported from Paris, tha
swering the questions of the sight- really did come from that city.
seeing visitors and it is surprising
how many utterly stupid and absurd
Isidor Steinberg, a Russian Jew,
questions were asked by th-- j seeUers was sentenced to an indefinite term
of information.
in the penitentiary the other day, after he had pleaded guilty to the
The report of Fire Commissioner charge of bigamy. His lawyer made
f( iii ten for the past year EV"va that a plea for clemency upon the
ground
there viere more iires in Nev Yo:'H that Steinberg's first wife had inCity during the year 1912 than in any duced him to marry the second wife,
previous year in the history of the because she wished to return to Russia
city. The total number of fires dur- and expected to obtain the necessary
ing the year was 15,633, against 14,547 funds from the dowry of wife No. 2.
in 1911.
However, the loss by fire The judge, however, promptly
cut
was comparatively smaller
in 1912 short the pleading and informed the
than in the year before. During the lowyer that the court had evidence of
first half of the year the number of the fact that the prisoner had not
tenement house fires was unusually merely two but actually four wives,
gTeat, but after the beginning of the one of them in Russia, the other three
investigation of the conspiracy of the living in New York City.
"arson trust" there was a marked decrease in the number of incendiary
There is a man in the employ of
fires.
This seems to indicate that of the Westinghouse Electric company
the suspicions of the authorities as to who has a very low opinion of the
the cause of many of the tenement parcels post system recently installed
house fires were well founded.
in the United States. When he arrived here from Pittsburgh a few days
The confessions of Fox, the police- ago he found that he had forgotten
man who pleaded guilty to bribery a traveling bag in the Pittsburgh ofrecently, are likely to lead to further fice of his company. Having heard a
sensational disclosures concerning the great deal about the advantage
of
graft system in the New York police the parcesl post, he telegraphed to the
department So far only the minor Pittsburgh, office asking to have Ms
grafters have been exposed, but it bag sent to him by parcels post. Tit
seems now probable that it will be bag arrived in good order, but ita owa
possible for the district attorney to er was greatly chagrined when lie
obtain evidence enough to Indict some learned that he would have to pay
of the men "higher up."
$6.40 postage due in attldtion to the
64 cents parcels postage 'which, had
Some people are Inclined to believe been affixed to the bag at Pittsburgii.
that the Millenium can't be far off, The bag having been locked, was not
now that the New York Stock Ex- mailable as a parcel but only
a
change has not only joined the reform letter and as such had to pay letter
movement but has actually begun to posiage. "I suppose," said the owner,
reform itself. The most radical re- - as he counted out the money, 'tha:
lorm movement ever inaugurated uy j if the bag had had a strap around it.
the stock exchange was the passage' the postal department would liavo
the other day of a new rule by the called it a trunnk and charged "me
governing committee, forbidding ficti- $640.'
tious transactions by members of the
There was nothing said last fall
exchange. This rule, which became a
law immediately, refers especially to about the cabbage crop being excesthe practice of juggling the market sive, yet the vegetable market
of
by means of matched orders which New York city is so overstocked with
real cabbages that no purchaser can be
involve no actual sales and
change of ownership of securities but found for the shipments toming In.
are arranged merely1 for the sake of Many wagon loads of cabbages have
manipulating the quotations of the se been simply abandoned because the
cuties involved.
jobbers realized that they would not
bring enough In the market to pay
The city of Yonkers can boast of the transportation.
An example of the law's delay was
the proud distinction of having six
residents who object to being overpaid furnished the other day In Justice
for public Iscwviice. These citizens Colahan's part of the supreme com
were appointed to several street open- when, with 25 cases on the calendar,
ing commissions. After viewing the the justice was obliged to send around
land they fixed nominal damages ard to other parts in order to find a ease
filed their reports., The board of es for the 50 Jurymen who had been enr
timate and apportionment decided up- paneled. In no uncertain words Juson the sum of $100 each for their tice Cohalan censured the dilatory mefees. But the six men concluded that thods of the lawyers and threatened
as they had devoted only eight hours he would dismiss the cases if the law
of work to their duties, $100 was too yers should fail to prepare them It
much compensation and they appealed time.
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c'out rmiffim Mine are always jo dry.
And if I make the ballet thin they fall.
Hon) do $ou do II?"
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It is the baking powder. To make muffins, cakes and pastry rich
and moist, yet light and feathery, a modern double acting
baking
powder must be used one that wtii give oil" leavening gas 10 the
oven as well as in the mixing bowl.
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is really a blend of two baking powders, one of which
starts to raise as soon as moisture is added. The

other is inactive until heat is applied. TI. s
the raise until your muffins, biscuits or cJ r
K C Baking Powder costs less t' i
fashioned quick acting kinds, yet you v '
more and it is superior to them in ev y
a Try a can at our rhh and he cc ' '
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post was too much, for them. Many
have had baptismal fire In Cuba, China
and the Philippines. What we want
1b a chance to serve in action and
then retire In civil life with, a good
discharge Instead of a bobtail."
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Rebels Take Matamoras.
m
Brownsville, Tex., Feb. 17. WithJgjfj?
Jtl III.' V Sn. "l
out eerious resistance
Matamoras,
the Mexican to.wn across the Rio
Coffee-makiiigb9comesless
Grande from Brownsville, passed Into McGRAW'S 510,000 BEAUTY WAS
(Continued From Page One)
BADLY SCARED BY MIGHTY
the hands of Mexican rebels at 5
CINCINNATI bLUGGER.
of a fine
brought another big siege gun Into o'clock this morning. This Is the secand more of an exact science
Entered at Uie posiofflce at East
occusilencBucceed
not
to
town
in
did
ond
Texas
border
be
but
action,
i
transmis-!oLas Vegas, New Meko, lor
with an Electric Coffee Percolator. Not
Something that had never before
pied by insurrectos since the Diaz
ing the rebel fire.
through the United States mails
seen in baseball was to take
been
Nuevo
severe
was
the
other
The engagement
very
being
revolution,
, second class matter.
only is percolation by elecricity the
place. A pitcher who had been
almost until noon, but the tiring then Laredo.
club
for
a
from
exminor
league
dwindled and deveiopeu Into an
The international
bridge way bought
way and
dainty way to brew
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
It
of volleys of rifle bullets. The Opened and the Americans who were $11,000 was to make his debut.
change
S
S
S
I
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He
Daily, by Carrier:
be
-of.
was
a price unheard
the
other side are being
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cuiicc,- uui
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y
; .05 rebels tried to pick offwere federal caught onto the
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of
a
Brownsville.
to
Pr Copy
return
pitchers
allowed
pitcher
serving
.IB artillerymen as, they
as well. All the aroma and strength
iae Wftk
Officers under the Madero govern- tion of Rusle, a combination of
.65 the guns.
What
Brown.
takand
Walsh
Csa Month
Mathewson,
ment who were arrested, upon
American Embassy Not Touched.
7.50
coffee bean is conserved and
Due Year
The United Stat,es embassy and ing oath of allegiance to Diaz, were manner of man was he? The crowd,
wondered
Dally by Mill
of
cases
the fti.000,
giv? thinking
the district surrounding n, in which released and were in most
$6.00
you can make'eoffee
your table
One Year
are many American residents. en their old positions. It is rumored and held their breath says Edward
3.00 there
Months
in
tx
the Kansas City S,tar.
was not touched by any projectiles that the soldiers at Rio uravo and L. Fox
quickly and easilyl
The game was between New York
removal of the federal bat- Iteynfosa, Mexico, have joined the
after
the
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
and Cincinnati. Who cared? All that
tery which had heretofore drawn the Diaz movement.
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thousands who had gone out to
the
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fire of the rebel gunners at the
$2.00
One Ynar
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Mobilized
polo grounds tha autumn after-- )
are
Marines
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is a durable device whose attractiveness
1,00
renoon three years ago wanted to see
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.esidents, with
Many American,
Philadelphia, Feb. 17 It was
makes an ' ieal gift of lasting worth.
their nerves shaken by the almost ported at the Philadelphia navy yard was a man the man. for whom the
SubscripMall
tor
Advance
Cash in
constant explosion or shrapnel dur- this afternoon that orders had been New York club had paid Indianapolis
them the test was not
tions)
lien s
ing the last week, departed yesterday Issued for the mobilization of 2,000 fll.OOO. To
Remit by draft, check or money and today In the direction ot Vera marines to be drawn from the severai between the Giants and Reds rathnot
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y
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deserted today except by
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Srwwlmen copies free on applica diers.
The crowd waited. And while they
official confirmation could not be had
waited
they talked of Marquard, the
tion.
About noon the rebel gunners at here.
that had been paia for him,
money
of
shower
shrapthe arsenal poured a
and the wonderful pitching skill that
Ail. PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT nel across the city toward the nation-a- l
Boston Marines are Moved
most of them lay ing up, he saw at the plate Lobert
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
Boston, Feb. 17. Captain DeWitt must be his. Before
palace, but did little damage.
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knocking
t any newspaper
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that Marquard would round the bases and wanted everyannounced
way near Chihuahua City. Federal 5: 3; i o'clock this afternoon.
his debut this afternoon.
make
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the
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Pascual Orozeo's original Etaff, but at Philadelphia the Brooklyn navy
And Morauard's nerve, already
which the players would Isyard will send 324 marines to that through
recently has been operating
sue.
They were watching for a tall weakened, broke. By a clever piece
To him have been ac- city on the first train tomorrow
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and the Judge M...W. Pinckney at. a recent
white uniform. Ail of acting, at the moment when Mar- pressure again developed
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every eye
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Cavalry Ordered to be Ready
tista wtih special vigor against the armistice which federals and rebels
and vanished in tneir dugout. And third base. And Marquard, beaten and over .three points.
San Antonio, Tex., Feb. 17. The
txremonies performed with none of appear to recognize.
Partial recoveries were made later,
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left this after-no- n
for a visit with relatives in AlbuTO
querque.
Miss Marie Dunn, who has been a
visitor in the city for the past week,
returned to Gascon today.
Mrs. Charles Stevenson left this
afternoon for a short visit with her
mother, who resides in Raton.
Clay Parker, who has been visiting
Mrs. L. P. Wright for the past week,
TEAM WILL ENDEAVOR TO WIN
left this afternoon for Santa Fe.
THE CHmMPIONSHIP OF
Mrs. D. L. flatchelor was called to
THE SOUTHWEST.
her home in Salina, Kansas, last evening on Account of illness of her mothOn Wednesday of this week the
er;
Normal
basketball team will leave
M. II. Williams, general foreman of
to compete for the chamEl
Paso
for
Sanbridge and water service for the
of
the southwest. While at
ta Fe Railway company,' left this af-t-t pionship
the
local team will play two
Paso
El
rnoon for Santa Fe.
tor two days and on
a
games
day
came
Representative George Tripp
return
the
trip will stop at Albuquerin this afternoon from Wagon Mound
the Business College
and
que
play
and tonight will leave for Santa Fe
team at that place early next ween.
to join the legislators.
Normal girls' team will meet
, Max
Nofdhaus, manager of the The
Charles Ilfeld company, is here from the Norma'! boys at Albuquerque and
local teams will play the same
Albuquerque on a business visit to the both
the girls contesting with the
night,
head offices of the firm.
Business College girls.
'J. S. Oavens and
party passej
The Normal ooys are sure of victhrough this afternoon in Mr. Cravens'
are not sayipdivatle 'car- - Olympia enroute
from tory in Albuquerque, but
will be
outcome
to
what
as
the
ing
Chicago to Los Angeles.
Paso. The
tournament
El
at
in
the
Sheriff Roman Gallegos, who went
C. A. team of that place has
last week: to his former home in San Y. M.
of being the fastest
a
reputation
Jose to be present at the interment
of the body' of his wife, returned to team in the entire southwest, having
made a score of 124 points against
Las Vegas this afternoon.
22 of the opposing teams. If the
the
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Harris returned
Normal boys are stroug enough to
last Saturday night from Kansas City.
they may well
Mrs. Harris has been in that place defeat this bunch
claim the championship of the southtwo
months and Mr. Harris has
gor
been there for only two weeks on a west.
The game between the local girls
business trip. Mr. Harris is president of the Peoples Bank and Trust and the Albuquerque coeds will be
the best exhibition of basketball taut
company.
has been seen in Albuquerque this
Antonio Quintana, an employe of season. The Normal University girls
game here, but on the
The Optic, yesterday found a hat ly- won their
Duke
the
floor
at
City will not have
ing in the street In the north part
as they had
in
as
their
favor
much
of town. He says the hat is a good
ot
one. He will be glad to return it to here, the baskets and formation
dififerent
there
the
being
building
the owner, who can prove his properfrom the "ixtures it the armory.
ty by. the Cinderella method.
The members of the boys' team who
will go to El Paso are Clare Koog-ler- ,
Carl Ellis, Stewart, White and
TELLS WHY DARROW Gallegos.
Coach Baker will go along
as chaperon and also to see that none
goes over to Mexica
WAS IN VICINITY ofandthegetshuskies
mixed up in the war tnere.
The boys are spending all iheir spare
now looking up the history of
WITNESS IN TRIAL OF NOTED time
the opposing forces and tryeach
of
ATTORNEY GIVES INTERing to decide which side they will
ESTING NARRATIVE.
join after they win the basketball
Los Angeles, Feb. 17. C. O. Haw-ley- , championship of the southwest The
games at Albuquerque will be played
formerly a Los Angeles fire com- on
of this month.
the twenty-fourtmissioner, underwent vigorous
state
in
the
the
by
today
BLAMES "JOY RIDERS."
second trial of Clarence S. Darrow
Feb. 17. "Joy riding" in
Chicago,
on a jury bribery charge. Cross questions failed to shake any of Hawley's automobiles is one of the reasons givdirect testimony, which was produced en today by Rpbeit Webb, confessed
by the defense to show a legitimate murderer of Detective Peter Hart,
reason for Darrow having been in the and leader of Chicago's automobile
him to a cavicinity of the arrest of Bert H. bandits, which turned
Franklin when the latter tried tt reer, of crime.
Seven of the men namea by Webb
bribe a juror in the case of James
as his companions in crime have
.
B. McNamara.
Hawley said1 he had made an ap- been arrested and th,e police are
pointment w'th Darrow to discuss searching for the others.
"When I would take those joy
political matters at the socialist headquarters on that day. Darrow's quicte rides in automobiles," said' Webb, "I
est way to reach tne place of appoint- used to think it would be the easiest
ment led him near the scene of thing in the wdrl?, to hold, UP people
in the Btreet and fly away in an auto.
Franklin's arreBt.
So I started out and here I am now.
"Is Doolan' a society man?" asked If It had not been for those 'Joy
rides' and the crooked lorn sharks
Hogan,
and a
"I think he belongs to the N. K" I would .be free right
fellow."
honest
good,
replied Cogan,
"And what is the N. K. " asked
A local union of powder workers
Hogan. :
"The Knights of Columbus," replied was organized recently at Kansas
City, Mo.
Cogan. '
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PERSONALS
a

Mllnor
Ruduiph of Mora was
visitor in the city yesterday.
J. E. Cyrene of Chapelle was

.

a

bulness visitor in the city yesterday.
Reginald Young and Dan Treahy
left last night for Santa Fe on business.
C. H.. McLacy of Clayton came in
from that place yesterday on business.
Mateo Lujan, with his sons Leo
and Hector, left yesterday for Santa Fe.
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Brown and son
of Pueblo, Colo., are visitors in the
city today.
A. B. Dorman, the wll known piano man, is m the city on his regular business trip.
Antonio Lueero, Jr., and Fred Her-rer- a
of Santa Fe were visitors in
the city yesterday.
William Frank, Sr., and William
Frank, Jr., drove out 10 Los A.amos
yesterday on business.
Thomas Ross will leave tonight for
Portland, Ore., on a short visit to
relatives at that plao
Deuty Sheriff Felipe" Lopez will
leave tomorrow on a business trip to
Ej Cuervo and vicinity.

(

J. D. Hand returned yesterday from
Saflta Fe where he has been on
business for a short time.
Miss Ruth Schlott returned Saturday night from Colorado
Springs
where she has been attending schooi.
P. L. Harrington, who conducted
the Isis theater during last July,
came In yesterday from. Vaughn on
business.
Miss M. L. Pugh, Mr. and Mrs. Mur
ray Carleton, J. A. Appleton and E.
N. Kearney, all of Watrous, were visitors in the city yesterday.
Dan Kelly, manager of the Gross,
Kelly and Company store at Trinidad, is in the city for a short visit
with his parents, Mr. anl Mrs. H. W.
'

Kelly.

Yesterday fternoon on train No.
1 75 members of the coast artillery
from Fort Logan passed through on
their way to Fort Winfield Scott in
California.
Mrs. E. Norton will leave tonight
for Los Angeles, Calif., for a short
visit with her son, Earl, who is engaged In vhe real estate business at
that place.
Mrs. P. Whitney and her son, p.
Whitney, Jr., who havi been residents
of the city for tne last three montns,
returned to their home In Wisconsin
--

Saturday night.
W. Q. Faucett, granu chancellor of
the Knights "f Pythias of New Mexi
co, who has been in the city for the
paSt' few days as an official visitor
to the local lodge and who addressed the lodge here last Saturday
night at a special meeting, 'left today for Santa Fe.
Those who went to Santa Fe yesterday for the purpose of boosting
for the Lobato bill are George Fleming, D. T. Hoskins, A. T. Rogers, Sr.,
17.
G. Murphey, Louis Ilfeld, W. J.
Lucas, W. G. Haydon, W. J. Mills,
C. W. G. Ward, R. J. Taupert, Stephen Powers, F. O. Blood, Dr. W. R.
Tipton, D. J. Leahy, Dr. F. E. Olney,
Charles Greenclay, Thomas Ross, A.
P. Moran, E. W. Hart, E. V. Long,
W. G. Ogle, E. R. Russell, A. H. Harris, Simon Bacharach, H. P. Browne,
David Winternltz, T. H. Moen, Jefferson Raynolds, John Weddell, A.
J. Gerard, H. W. Kelly, Wiillam Hat
per, M. M. Padgett and others.
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The Methodists won again last Sat
urday from the Baptists in the Sunday
School Basketball league, but with a
smaller margin. The final score wa(
13 to 1. While at first, the Methodists
bad all the advantage of the other
teams, in basketball experience, physic.
al condition, etc., the other teams of
the league are slowly creeping up on
what at first seemed like a runaway
team, and with the increased experience and better physical condition the
"Wesleyites" will find the going
harder and harder. The Methodists
put up their usual good team work, but
in the meantime the Baptists improv
ed wonderfully and had their forwards
had any idea at all as to the location
circles there
of the two
might have been well there might
have been.
The second game afforded the fun
for the good sized crowd when the
little Presbyterians played the Y. M
C. A.'s.
It was very laughablae to
see the big association team at first
just "loll" around apparently having
more of a feeling of pity Instead of
competition toward their smaller op
ponents and then to see the "YM"
huskies "heave to'' as little Johnny
Martin and Charley Comstock shot
basket after basket leading the Y. M,
C. A. team for the greater part of the
first half.
The pity suddenly changed to respect and from then on the Presbyterians had the full strength of the "Y"
team to buck up against The fina1
score wag 38 to 1G in favor of the
"Y's". John Webb refereed his usual
good game and gave complete satisfaction. Carl Ellis umpired.
The lineups: Methodists Swallow,
Brown, Culberson, forwards; Barker
and McCulough,
center; Schoeny
guards.
Baptists Detterick and Woodcock,
forwards; Thomason, guard; Reed and
d

The officers of this bank will be glad to meet you and cash
your pay check without cost. The Bank will be open this evening
until 8 P. M. Come in. You Are Welcome.

PEOPLE'S BANK & TRUST CO.

CAPITAL

$107,000.00

OFFICERS
John

W. Harris, President

Geo. H. Hunker. Vice President
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
lVo W. Lively.

land took Spitz's place m the second halt.
Indians Te'iler and Spencer, forwards; Plarote, center; Clark and
Shipley, guards.
Field goals Piarote, 5; Teller, 1;
Lapralk, 2; Spitz, 3; Rlngland, 2.
Goals from foul line Teller, s; Lapralk, 3; Spitz, 3.
Referee Skinner.
Umpire Tref- fenberg.

$1,050
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at the Y.
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Sunday school basketball practice;
Baptists, 7 to 8 o'clock.
Christians, 8 to 9 o'clock.
Methodists, 9 to 10 o'clock.

Tonight at
Junior das

8

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
--
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show you.

o'clock senior class.
to 5:30.
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Du.:n 1912, 452 employes of
were killed and 9,020 injured1 In
Pennsylvania.

Phone Main 344.
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Howell guards.

Presbyterians C. Comstock and J.
Martin, forwards; H. Young, center;
W. Shillinglaw,
and W. Haydon,
guards.
Y. M. C. A. L. Grinslade and J. C.
Baker, forwards; Fred Lewis, ctenter;
R. Grinslade, and L. Ilfeld, guards.
Next Saturday night, Methodists vs.
Y. M. C, A.; Presbyterians vs. Christians.

Cleofes Romero, Vice President

Assistant Secretary
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Post T avern Special
This new unique blend of the flavours and most nourishing parts
of Wheat, Corn and Rice, is a rich, creamy food which makes a delicious
hot dish for the morning meal.

And it's economical
the dish.

At Grocers everywhere.
Try it for

Tomorrow's Breakfast
aOSTUX CEREAL CO., LTD., PURE TOOD FACTORIES, BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
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better suit, more elegantly trimmed
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All

N. M., Feb. 17. It
Albuquerque,
was a bad day for the Albuquerque
Indian school Saturday. The braves
lost three games to the University
of New Mexico. The s
won from
the Indian girls, 21 to 13, in a matinee, the varsity scrubs copped the
curtain raiser to the main event Sat-- ,
urday night at the armory, 23 to' 9,
and the varsity first team took the
final clash from the Indian premiers,

to 17.
The university .came nearer to losing the last game than either of the
lesser events. Th Indians tied tne
score late in the second half.
With the score board showing 15
to 15 Referee Skinner called a foul
on the university and Teller, Indian
forward, had a change for a b.vsket.
He missed the free throw, and King-lanuniversity forward, with a fioll
goal, put the university out of danger.
The main event was rough. Fouls
were called frequently on both teams.
This gave the Indians their chance.
The number of tree throws they
scored after fouls nearly netted them
a victory. Teller threw nine baskets
from the fou'i line, making more than
half of the Indians jvoints.
for the wlud-uThe line-uwas:
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7 packages Best Starch
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1 K'il. can Blueberries
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Standard Hams, per lb
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65
Small pails pure lard
40
Fresh vegetables: Head Lettuoe, Radishes, Young Onions, Fresh
Tomatoes, Celery, Parsnips. Carrots Turnips, Cabbage, Cauliflower,
Horse Radish Root, Sweet Potatoes, Parsley, also fruits, Cranberr'es,
Granges, Crape Fruit, Apples.
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Veas Steam
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C. M. O'Donel, manager of the He'l
ranch, last night notified by telephone 1
Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez that a
minder had been committed at Canada, a station near the ranch, oa Saturday night. Mr. O'Donel said tha
deputy sheriffs and a posse of cowboys from the ranch were in pursuit
of the slayer. Mr. O'Donel did not
learn the names of the victim or the
murderer, He said both were citizens
of Old; Mexico.

Ceorgo l.cgg, an employe of the I.as
Li'ht utid Power company, fell
from a tree this morning while streU.b.
Ing a wire for the new street lighting
system. He suffered a severely injured leg, but fortunately io bones
were broken. 'The accident occurred
when a limb umm which lep,R was
perched snapped off. Sherwood Tiffany, troubleshooter for the company
Who recently resigned to go to San
Antonio. Tex., has returned to Las
Vegas and will work in Lego's plm-while the latter is laid up. The work
of installing the new lighting system
will be pushed to an i riy compla-- ;
tion. according to Manager W. P.

617 DougUt

Art

Houthard.

t

the

Special Cash
Sales
advertised by our competitors. We will
meet all prices and

I are ready to take your

order.
1

i
a

Efcsi
ii 0

tt or

:

4

for the new

tsaoy.

THE MOTHER'S GREATEST

HELP.

No more getting out of bed at all hours of
the night for Baby sleeps directly above.
Let us show you this new and wonderful

device.

J. C. JOHNSEN

SON

LOCAL AGENTS

J

E.
S.

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
Raynolds, Vice President.
Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, AssasiUut Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

Capital,

$100,000

LASVEGAS.. N.

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Baulking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE

IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

PHI? TITS"

HUNTS

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
qualityfin canned fruits

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?
ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and Aerating Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.
Some four years ago we adopted the name

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
We did so because we believed that then as now we were
conforming to the above main principles of modern dairying designed to ptevent the entrance of bacteria into the
we were riglitwas' proven in the government inof
the next, year ((not, made public at the time) in
spection
whirh wc scored 'the highest chiefly because our cooling and
bottling room was at the required distance from dwelling or

stable.

VcKasi

tinued patronage.

AND

to take advantage of

R-

SjS34CJwor,d
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v

CRYSTAL BUTTER
IS MADE

The Taylor

OCAL NEWS

Ap-pe- l,

THE OLD RELIABLE

r

17, 1913.

-

95

;

pounds pure lard

10

FEBRUARY

Mrs. S, A. Clement will move in the
TRUMBULL SELLS OUT.
near future into the residence formerThomas P. Conaon of ties Moines,
1
ly occupied by Mateo Lujan and fam- la., who nas been spending some
ily on Eighth street.
time In Las Vegas and vicinity, has
purchased the Interest i Charles P.
Word
has
been
here
that
Trumbull in the Rociada Ranch comreceived
Light lamps on i
,
unown
a
business
Moses,
well
Harry
.In company with John McNier-neypany.
o'clock this evening..
witn
man of Trinidsd, Is dead. Mr. Moses
connected
who has been
the ranch company for a year or
ISIS theater for sale. See adv. in was well known here.
more, he will assume the manageFor Sale column. Adv.
The Fraternal Brotherhood will hold ment of the ranch. Bert Adams also
an' important meeting tonight in its is Interested in tne ranch. The comTry a dram o.f Old Taylor bourbon
All members are re- pany in charge of tne ranch has had
lodge rooms.
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
remarkable success and the. property
quested to be present.
is one of the most valuable in New
R.
Judge D.
Murray was reported to
The
Trumbull
teams
Mexicoo.
Mr. Trumbull and his wile
and
Kelly
be Improving slightly today.
will bowl tonight at the Elks' home. will again reside in Las Vegas.
Hundreds of money savers at the All Elks and their ladles are cordialThe ranch house of Isidoro V. tiallestore of Ike Davis, the Cash Grocer. ly invited to attend the game.
bob near Azul station was burneo to
Adv.
85 pairs of children's and misses' the eround yesterday afternoon. The
Red School House lace and' button origin is not known but the fire pro!
For Sale Automobile in good con
shoes to close out at 75 per cent of ably was caused by some careless
dition; can be seen at Whalen gar
their real ca'iue at Hedgcock's.
campers. This is one of the numerous
age. Adv
Adv.
fires that are caused every year by
campers leaving fires burning. MiTwo furnished rooms for light
On account of the Illness of Judge llions of acres of Umber are dearoj c;.
housekeeping. T. J. Carvll, 810 Lin D. R.
Muray business at the city court annually by this careless neglect.
coin avenue. Adv.
has been suspended until the judge
OF
OF
DISSOLUTION
75 pairs of woman's shoes, lace and Is again able to hear the pending NOTICE
cases.
PARTNERSHIP.
Dutton, ?3 and U values at ?2 per
Notice Is ' hereby given that the
pair at Hedgcock's. Adv.
Today and tomorrow we will sell partnership, heretofore existing be18 pounds of sugar for $1; 15 pounds tween Bernard Appel and Isaac
The W. C. T. U. will meet with
extra
has been this day dissllved. Berfancy California potatoes lor
Mrs. John Shank at 513 East Doug.
25c, and everything else in the same nard Appel retires from the firm, and
las avenue at 2:30 p. ai. Tuesday.
Ike Davis, the Cash Isaac Appel will continue to conduct
proportion.
Grocer. Adv.
the business as heretofore and asFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
sumes
and will pay all debts and liaIn the wood. Direct from distillery to
There has been talk for some tim bilities of the firm of Appel Brothyou. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
concerning the staging of some fast ers.
lightweight bouts here and in the ,
BERNARD APPEL.
Everything in woman's and chil near future local
promoters expect to
ISAAC APPEL.
dren's felt Juliets and slippers, 25
some good exhibitions
the
public
give
per cent discount at Hedgcock's.
aa there are several clever boxers
HE USED CYANIDE.
Adv.
Kansas City, Feb. 17. Further testhe city.
timony tending to show the use of
Our store will be open until 9 to
C. L. Wadsworth, the popular raor cyanide of potassium in the Swope
night. Take advantage of our specia man
in the Nagle and Buhler barber home by Dr. B. Clarke Hyde was
sale. Ike Davis, the Cash Grocer.
has received six pounds of the given at today's session of the Hyde
shop,
Adv.
finest black burley leaf tobacco grown murder trial by Miss Louise E. Van
who was a nurse in the Swope
Mrs. Charles Scott, who for tin direct from Kentucky, and is today the Nuys,
most
man
in town wita 'the home during the i.lness of Margaret
popular
past few months has been a resident
Swope.
of Albuquerque, has returned to ti e users of the "vile" weed.
Miss Van Nuys testified she had
city.- James Ireland has secured a position seen the fragments of a. capsule that
at the Bismark restaurant as chief had contained cyanide and that Tom
Silvano Rodriguez this morning ap
cook and today began his duties in Swope, the colonel is nephew, (told
plied at the court house for ?2 on the
' Jim" is well versed her Hyde had thrown
them away.
hide of a coyote killed by him at that capacity.
n cooking, and for the past two years Miss Van Nuys said all the time she
Frios.
Ojitos
has worked In some of the largest did not recognise the odor of cyanide
but that it "dawned upon her later. "
Ahe Lady Maccabees will meet at cafes in the southwest.
She said she knew tne odor of cyl
the home of Mrs. J. S Nelson on
The ticket sale for "A Bachelor's nide because she once had worked
South Pacific street, Tuesday after
to be staged at the in a jewelry store where it was used
Honeymoon,"
noon at 2:30 o'clock.
Duncan opera house February 9, was for cleaning.
opened today. Many reservations
Everything in the store at reduced have been made and ludications show
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
prices, to enumerate to state prices, that a
of the Vegas
large
majority
tome first, come early. Taichnrts
wants
WANTED White
woman
theatergoers will attend the play.
Clothing Store. Adv.
work by the day. Apply 621 Ran
The board of directors of the Las
road avenue.
55 pairs of men's (lress Kangaroo
egas armory announced today that
Kid lace shoes, $3.50 and $4.50 values he terms contracted for the use ot
FOR SALE Eggs for hatching. S. C.
to close out at $2.45 a pair straight tne
armory for basketball practice
White Leghorns, the best layers in
last at Hedgcock's. Adv.
have expired and all students o any
the world. 13 for $1; special price
of the schools which have been using
for incubators Call after 5 p. in.
C. S. Rogers has received word from
the building who are found iu lite
T. C. Lipsett, 1026 Fifth street.
Worcestershire, England, of the death tructure will be held guilty of tres
of his mother, which occurred in tha'.
passing.
FOR SALE i'eam of heavy work
place on January 21. Mrs. Rogers was
horses, team mules, team driving
SJ years of age.
The members of the E. Romero Hose
horses. Also eggs for hatching.
and Fira company will hold a special
Telephone Main 4&4.
At a short session of the probate meeting tomorrow evening in the stacourt this morning at the court house, tion house of the oganization on the
Call or ad
WOMAN wants work.
Judge Adelaido Tafoya admitted to West side. All members are request
dress Lydia Honicon, 618 Grand
Mrs.
will
late
the
the
of
ed to be present, as final arrange
probate
avenue.
White, mother of Mi's. Charles ments for the Washington's birthday
uce will be made. Foreman Ludwig
Rogers.
April 7 was set as the date
FOR SALE Horses, mules, farming
for the probation of the will.
William Ilfeld stated this morning
implements, seed wheat and oats.
that members of the company would
Right prices. Inquire Erb and
is
be
be obliged to; pfeseut mighty good exDeputy County Clerk Stapp
Westerman, Bismark restaurant.
ing kept busy nowadays paying war cuses if they were absent.
rants for the election of 1911, at which
F. C. Barnes, who ha been employ
the first state officers were chosen.
Those bills were allowed at the last ed by the V ells Fargo ISxpresa com
meeting of the board of county cot. pany for some tin., Ie',t town last
eek, owing a board bill ain n m j, ;o
missloners. About $1,500 will be paid
out for the purpose of reimbursing
It to 11. B. Hubbard, rron: iuior of
restaurant, according
election and registration Judges and the Meridian
to Mr. Hubbard, lie Is well known here
other officials.
and the news of his sudden departure
was a surprise to all his friends, and
especially to the proprietor ur the
To all those who wish
Meridian restaurant.
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Sugar per sack

3 10c box
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The very unsanitary

yt Very common

condition of exposing milk to

the air of the dwelling house becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb the bactcrias of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in a few minutts. Almost every dwelling has disease bacteria of one kind or another in it some time or another. Then the dust and
odors from the cooking and living arid sleeping rooms passing through the
doors Into the attached milk room make the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean place for milk until it is bottled and sealed.

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY m6
-

Las Vega.

South Pacific St.

CORBETT
Prop.

E.

Phone Main

312

I1C H

"Tic Coffee MoM
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